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ABSTRACT
A revised and corrected version of the machine-readable catalog has been
prepared. Cross identifications of the GC stars to the HD and DM cataloqs
have been replaced by data from the new SAO-HD-GC-DM Cross Index (Roman,
Warren and Schofield 1983), including component identifications for multiple
SAO entries having identical DM numbers in the SAO Catalog, supplemental
Banner Durohnrustenrng stars (lower case letter designations) and codes for
multiple HD stars. Additional individual corrections have been incorporated
based upon errors found during analyses of other catalogs.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION AND SOURCE REFERENCE
The machine-readable version of the General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the
Epoch 1950 (GC, Boss 1937) includes Henry Draper Catalogue (HD, Cannon and
Pickering 1918-1924) and Durchmusterung (DM) numbers for all stars, although
the published version gives only one or the other. The Astronomical Data
Center has recently produced a new version of the cross index among
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Catalog (SAO, Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory Staff 1966), HD, GC and DM catalog numbers. Since most of the
errors of which we are aware in the current version of the GC tape occurred in
either the DM or HD number, these entries have been completely replaced on the
basis of the revised cross index. The cross index also identifies components
of multiple stars, provides small letter designations for supplemental stars
in the Banner Durchmusterung, and includes a code to indicate that the
spectrum is likely to be blended and, if so, whether the entry is for the
brighter or fainter component. A total of 1186 changes was made to 1091 data
records.
This document describes the machine-readable version of the corrected and
edited GC as it is currently being distributed by the Astronomical Data
Center. It is intended to enable users to read and process the data without
the common problems and guesswork often associated with such a task. This
document should be distributed with any machine-readable version of the
catalog.
SOURCE REFERENCE
Boss, B. 1937, General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the Epoch 1950, Carnegie
Institution of Washington Pub. 468 (Washington: Carnegie Institution of
Washington).
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SECTION 2 - TAPE CONTENTS
A byte-by-byte description of the contents of the machine-readable Boss
General Catalogue is given in Table 1. A suggested FORTRAN format
specification for reading each datum is given and can be modified depending
upon usage. Caution is advised when substituting format specifications,
since some data fields contain character data and others are blank when data
are absent. Alternate format specifications are given in parentheses.
Additional information and remarks are given in Table 2.















Magnitude ("VAR" given as 9999;
see note 1).
Spectral type numerical code (see note 2).
Spectral type decoded. All byte 12 values
translated to the first numerical choice
(see note 2).


































Epoch of a observations (see note 5).
Annual variation in a (see note 4).
Secular variation in a (see note 4).
Third term in a (see note 4).
Proper motion in a.










































The mean epoch of 6 observatons (note 5).
Annual variation in 6.
Secular variation 6.
Third term in 6.
Proper motion in 6. The values are based
on the Newcomb values of precession.
Remarks (see note 3).
Durchmusterung (DM) identification (BD =
Banner Durahmuaterung ; CD = Cordoba
DurohmuBterung ; CP = Cape Photographic
Durohmusterung] . All DM fields are blank
if no DM identification is present.
Sign of DM zone
DM Zone
DM Number
Component identification if two or more
SAO stars have the same DM number. For
southern stars, components may appear in
different catalogs.
Lower case letters for BD supplemental
stars (Warren and Kress 1980).
Galactic longitude I11.
Galactic latitude irj.
Henry Draper Catalogue number (blank for
stars with no HD numbers).
HD code. (0 for single stars or brighter
components of doubles with Awy > C^ 3. For
doubles with Awy < om3, 1 designates the
brighter component, not necessarily
A, and 2 the fainter one. 9 indicates
that two successive HD numbers (HD and
HD+1) refer to the same SAO star.
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Notes to Table 1
1. Magnitude. All magnitudes are given to two decimal places in the magnetic
tape version. Magnitudes which are underlined in the
published version of the catalog are not indicated on the
magnetic tape version.




























































Except for Mb, Me, Nb, where b=3 and c=8.
A value of 5 in byte 14 has been used to identify the following exceptions:
GC # 89 Type Md is punched as 8y5
GC # 7178 Type N? is punched as 9y5
GC #14298 Type Pe is punched as yy5
where x = '-' and y = '+'
3. Remarks
0 = No remark given
1 = Spectrum given
2 = Aitken or Innes number given
3 = Aitken or Innes number given with each component having a separate GC
number









Notes to Table 1 (continued)
4. Annual Variation
The annual variations in right ascension and declination are given to six
significant figures of which a minus sign is one. If more than one digit and
a minus sign precede the decimal, the corresponding number of digits is
dropped at the end of the number.
e.g.: 3.0588, -1.1487, 38.9070, but -26.814, 103.657
The third term is given to five significant figures including minus sign.
5. Epoch
The first two digits of the year are omitted. Thus 98.8 should be read 1898.8
and 05.3 should be read 1905.3.
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SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information in Table 2 is sufficient for a user to describe the indigenous
characteristics of the magnetic tape of the present version of the GC to a
computer. Not included is information easily varied from installation to
installation, such as block size (physical record length), blocking factor
(number of logical records per physical record), total number of blocks, tape
density, number of tracks, and internal coding (EBCDIC, ASCII, etc.). These
parameters should always be transmitted if secondary copies of the catalog are
supplied to other users or installations.
Table 2. Tape Characteristics. General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the
Epoch 1950.
NUMBER OF FILES 1
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (BYTES) 129
RECORD FORMAT PB*
TOTAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS 33342
* Fixed block length (last block may be short)
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SECTION 4 - REMARKS, MODIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES
The 1983 edition of the tape version of the GC is based on a machine-readable
version obtained from the U.S. Naval Observatory and modified by Theresa A.
Nagy in 1980. The primary changes to this version are reformatting, to
eliminate most of the blank fields, and the substitution of HD numbers,
duplicity codes for the HD numbers, and DM numbers from the SAO-HD-GC-DM Cross
Index. The latter includes both the DM designations and letters to indicate
binary components and supplemental stars 1n the BD. DM designations have
also been added for the few stars not included in the SAO. HD numbers in the
cross index were compared with those originally in the GC, discrepancies were
checked and both catalogs corrected appropriately.
Table 3 lists additional errors which have been corrected. A table of all
changes made to produce this version of the catalog is included on the micro-
fiche inside the back cover of this document.
The following quantities were not included (and have not been added) in the
machine-readable version of the catalog, but are in the published version:
1. The centennial increment of the proper motion in right ascension.
2. Probable error of:
a. Right ascension at epoch
b. Centennial proper motion
c. Right ascension for 1950.0
3. The centennial increment of the proper motion in declination.
4. Probable error of:
a. Declination at epoch
b. Centennial proper motion
c. Declination for 1950.0
5. Remarks. However, there is a numerical code in byte 95 that indicates
the presence of a remark. This code also indicates the type of
information contained in the remark if there is one (see Table 1).
The following quantities have been added to the machine-readable version of
the catalog but are not contained in the published version:
a. Galactic longitude (degrees)
b. Galactic latitude (degrees)
c. .DM numbers
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error noted in N301"
error noted In N30
* Ochsenbein, Bischoff and Egret 1981
* Morgan 1952
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SECTION 5 - SAMPLE LISTING
The sample listing given on the following pages presents logical data records
exactly as they are recorded on the tape. Groups of records from the begin-
ning and end of the file are illustrated. The beginning of each record and
bytes within the record are indicated by the column heading index across the
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